Level 4 Riding: Test C
1. Trot a weave with cones (or other visible safe objects) set 10ft apart.
2. Continue at the trot and do two changes of direction (can be a lazy figure 8 or S pattern).
3. Walk a daisy pattern with correct bend (using 5 cones with one in the center and 4 cones in a
square shape around the centre. Walk a small half circle to the right around the centre cone,
then travel to an outer cone and make a left half circle, come in again to make a right half circle
around the center cone, then go to the outer cone for a left half circle and repeat until you have
gone around each of the 4 outer cones).
4. Trot over to where your egg and spoon (or cup of water) is set up. Be halted while you pick up a
egg on spoon (or clear cup of water, or ball on spoon) and then ride a trot circle to the right. At
the end of the circle halt and put your spoon/cup down.
5. Trot for about 20ft then transition into canter (right lead) for 4 strides and then trot.
6. Continue at trot and go over a small jump (about 1’6” – 2’).
7. Make a change of direction at trot, and then transition into canter (left lead) for 4 strides and
transition to trot for a couple strides.
8. Transition to walk and turn your horse so they can back through an L shape (use poles or visible
objects set 4 ft apart).
9. Turn and transition to trot. Start with a lengthened faster trot and then turn and go to a slow
shortened trot.
10. Transition to walk and do a Move with me and yield to the right (leg yield to the right and finish
with a disengage of the hindquarters moving the haunches to the left).
11. Bridless Transition: Halt and take off your bridle, continue at walk and then ride a walking
figure 8.
12. Walk about 10ft showing then halt, then walk another 10ft and then halt
13. Continue at walk and then halt and back up 5 steps. Halt to finish.
Note: Directions are less important – work within the space or arena you have. If you need to turn a
corner to continue the pattern or make it work within your space, that is okay.

